TECHNICAL BULLETIN

#1 How To Determine Gear Pump Flow And Displacement
Today we will be covering how to determine gear pump flow, and displacement.
Let’s first cover how a gear pump works. The oil enters the gear pump from the (Inlet) tank and
travels around the outside of the gear and forced out of the pressure port. See IMG.1
IMG.1

There are 2 each brass side pressure plates that are ¼” thick on both sides of the gear. These
keep the oil retained in the teeth from the side. See IMG.2,3
IMG.2

IMG.3
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When you measure the pump section you will have to subtract ½” because of the two ¼” side
pressure plates. Yellow arrow. See IMG.4
IMG.4
Looking at IMG.4, if the yellow arrow measures 2” the
gear section is 1 ½”. See IMG.5
IMG.5

To figure out what gear section you have inside the pump you
will need to know the model of pump that is being used.
We generally use a P465 model pump for our 4500 P.S.I.
hydraulic circuits. We are accustomed to using the pump
code as the call out. See IMG.6 Chart. If you measure a P465
pump at a 2” outside section like in IMG.4, it would be a code (15) and have a displacement of 5.4 cubic
inches. See IMG.6 Chart. (The cubic inches is how much oil the pump will put out with 1 rotation.)
We can now measure all the drive pump sizes and combine them to figure out what the displacement is
for the drive circuit. As an example, a 765 P/U paired with a 200-6 vibro has 4 each (15)’s and 1 each (7)
size drive pumps that are the P465 model.
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We know that a (15) is 5.4 cubic inches and a (7) is 2.7 cubic inches by using IMG.6 Chart
See the below math on how to add the pumps together.
5.4 X 4 = 21.6 + 2.7 = 24.3 cubic inches total.
We now now that we have 24.3 cubic inches’ total volume for our drive pumps.
The pump drive on the 765 P/U is a 1:1 gear ratio. The max engine R.P.M. is 2050.
We can know figure out the GPM that the P/U puts out. Using the IMG.6 Chart formula for
Pump Output (GPM).
See IMG.6 Orange Arrow.

See the math formula below for the 765 P/U.
Pump Output (GPM)
2050 X 24.3
231

= 215.65 GPM

Above we can see that a 765 P/U running at 2050 R.P.M. with a standard configuration of drive
pumps will produce 215.65 GPM.
We will be addressing how pump efficiency comes into play with this formula in an upcoming
technical bulletin.

IMG. 6 Chart on next page.
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